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The Flight of

La Tortuga
Just when I thought my life could not get any crazier…
I guess it was the bar closest to where I did my last interview. A
small, dark place, typical waterfront joint on the east side of the city.
Small, dark, stench of stale beer. I imagined the room cloudy, and I
could smell old cigarette smoke, though no one smoked indoors
anymore.
They were sitting at the end of the bar when I came in, two
young men, late 20s, about my age, work clothes, scuffed steel-toed
boots. I left an empty stool between them and me. Half-empty beer
bottles sat in front of them, and empties the barkeep hadn’t taken
away. Their heads were down. One low voice was earnest in explaining, “It flew. La Tortuga flew, long and hard.” The Spanish accent
was difficult to follow. The other man protested the first one’s validity, but I couldn’t hear his words.
“It flew?” I asked. “A turtle that flew, in the air?” I kept my
voice as low as the man closest to me, but loud enough over the din
of the room for him to hear me - other conversations, the clinking
of bottles and glasses, game show sound from one of the TVs.
His head moved up a little. His eyes blinked open to look at me,
back at his companion, and down again. He said nothing. I let it go,
and went back to replay in my head the conversation I just had with
Josh. He was my boss, my editor at the rag I wrote for, threatening
to fire me, and I didn’t much care. I felt empty. Nothing left.
More people came into the bar. Someone put money in the
jukebox, and the noise level rose. The small space seemed to get
warmer, stuffier. Another bourbon arrived for me, and on a whim, I
motioned for the bargirl to bring beers for the two men.
I thought I heard him say, “Yes, it flew. Did special things. My
father would not lie to me.” He was speaking to me.
“Your father?”
“Yes, Father Paprika.”
“A priest?”
“Si. Yes.”
“Paprika. Like the spice?” The reporter in me was still alive and
well, trying to wrestle the facts forward. And, something else... I was
searching for something. Something more than another story.
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“Yes.” His voice revealed frustration.
“Where?”
“Mexico. El Punto de Roca, east coast of Baja. Small village. Father Paprika has the chapel there.”
“The turtles nest… in October?”
His head came up so he could look at me, his puzzled expression said he didn’t know what I was talking about. I thought he was
talking about sea turtles, nesting and laying eggs on the beach. It’s a
big deal, even a tourist attraction, when they hatch and scurry down
the sand to the water. Hundreds or thousands at a time. I’d never
seen it myself.
“No. La Tortuga is carved from stone. A very large turtle, in a
fountain, where the edge of the town meets the beach.”
I waited, but his head was back down. I was sure I heard him
correctly - a large stone statue, that flies? I considered ordering more
beer for them, but the previous ones were still nearly full.
“Go to El Punto de Roca. It happens on the day when the long
days change to short days, at sunrise. Go to the chapel, Father P will
show you.”
“Fall equinox. September? This month?”
He didn’t answer. Just downed the beer and left. His companion
followed.
***
Earlier in the day, mid-morning, a Sunday, I responded to yet another police scanner call, a deceased body. I found the place, two
police cars at an abandoned warehouse along the waterfront, East
Vancouver again. I had to walk through the building and over the
tracks to where the officers were. A couple of them were looking
along the edge of the water, while two others stood over the body.
It was drizzling, cold and gray. I got there before they covered
her up. They didn’t see me coming and I got a good look before they
stepped forward to block my view. It was a naked, young woman, I
thought, but she was so badly beaten and cut, it was difficult to tell.
Her face was turned away and downward in the mud. Her skin had
been white, but then mostly dark blue and black. I felt like vomiting
- lucky I hadn’t had breakfast. She should of been in church that
morning, not lying dead on the cold waterfront.
I started to walk past the officers toward the water. I should
have known better. “Stand where you are. It’s a crime scene, stupid.”
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That’s Mr. Stupid to you. I’d been to lots of crime scenes, but I didn’t
know these guys, so I stopped and waited. They must have known I
was press, since they didn’t try to chase me away, or comfort me.
Within a couple of minutes, more officials arrived, a couple of
them I did know. Detective Rooney, Nick Rooney, growled at me as
he approached. “Whadcha do now, Gifford?” I ignored the question.
He nodded at the uniformed guys and went to the body.
He squatted down to examine her, cocked his head sideways,
and looked back between the officers at me. His expression was…
part question, part surprise. I didn’t know what to make of it.
Rooney and I weren’t getting along real well. He’d been in the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police, on his way up the career ladder,
when something happened. He got demoted, and then ousted, and
brought that huge chip on his shoulder with him to the Vancouver
Police Department. It seemed like that chip was usually pointed at
me.
He hated seeing me at crime scenes, called me, ‘ghoul.’ He tried
to ban me, but a phone call from the owner of my newspaper to her
friend, the police chief, made him hate me even more.
Two guys from forensics showed up, and then two from the
coroner’s office. It was getting crowded, so I backed away to stand
on the tracks. The Sun quit sending a photographer with me, and I
left my camera in the car, so I used my phone to covertly shoot a
few pictures.
An oversized TV van showed up, but no one got out. They
probably just used B-roll waterfront on their green screen back in
their nice warm studio. I’d studied their crap... I mean craft. I’d applied to work there, several times. It wasn’t fake news, but fake reporting.
When Rooney came back, I asked, “Time of death?”
He answered automatically, “Coroner says late Saturday night.”
Then, he looked at me like he just realized who asked the question.
“Where were you late last night?”
He took me by surprise, and I stammered, “Shit, I don’t know.
Home?” He stared at me, long and hard, like he wanted to say something else, then walked away.
Saturday? Rebecca was giving me a hard time. Redheads can be
feisty. My pain scrips were empty, and the pharmacies were tracking
how often I got refills. I wanted her to go to her source again for
me. She, meanwhile, wanted to argue about having kids again. We’d
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been together five years already. Most people thought we were married, so we let them. I loved her, I thought, and I wanted kids someday - maybe.
She gave up arguing and left - to get pills, I’d hoped.
That might have been when I broke open another bottle of that
cheap-ass tequila. There was another crime scene that day. A distraught husband killed his wife, baby girl, and himself. It was a grizzly scene that will haunt me for a long time. After six years, I still
hated writing those stories, and many of the images were piling up in
my subconscious. I needed a drink. A couple of drinks, probably.
Usually, a couple of drinks was not enough. I was beyond denying that I was an alcoholic. I didn’t care anymore. I was starting to
identify with the victims. Three weeks earlier, I was in Syria, inside
ISIS controlled territory. I wanted to see if I could trace oil shipments from Islamic State territory through Turkey to Israel. People
thought ISIS was a terrorist jihad. It was really just organized crime,
led by former Iraqi security chiefs, that used Islamic fundamentalism
to recruit and control people. Among other nasty endeavors, they
were stealing oil right at the wellheads, shipping and selling it to the
tune of US$4 million per day. That was lucrative crime.
The Syrian government denied my press credentials, so I went
in without them. Josh, my editor, attempted mentor, and deadline
nag at the Sun, said I was trying to get killed. I had a contact in Jordan, crossed into Syria at Khirbet Awwad, and traveled north to stay
with his cousin in the little village of Redan. Every morning, there
were new bodies. Bound, gagged, mutilated, left in the streets as a
warning to others who might oppose, or even voice an opinion contrary to the ISIS commander in power in that village.
I acted wounded, which was easy remembering when I was
wounded the year before in Iraq. I lost Ronnie in that one, my best
buddy, the one I talked into going there with me.
It took six weeks in an Army hospital in-country to put my side
and hip back together, and ten or twelve more at Walter Reed Hospital in Washington, D.C. I had daily physical therapy for months,
and I still limped. My right leg ended up slightly shorter than my left.
Pain killers into addiction did little to relieve the pain that every step
shot through my body. Doctors couldn’t seem to locate which
nerves or damage was plaguing me. They kept saying everything was
healed, and referred me to the shrink department.
In the Syrian village, I wore native Dishdasha and Ghutra on my
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head. I did not speak, and used crutches to move about, keeping my
head covered and downcast. The people, both native and ISIS, did
not look at the wounded. They looked past me, or over me, but
never at me.
I covertly snapped pictures of the bodies, and dictated notes
into my phone. When I could find a signal, I transmitted the data to
my files in the cloud, and then erased it.
I felt their pain, their panic when masked men broke down their
door and dragged them out into the night. I heard their pleadings for
answers, for mercy. I felt the large knives cut the skin, the hot blood
spurt out onto the pavement, and consciousness ebb away. I felt the
rage at the injustice, to me and to my family. I felt the cold stones
when I landed face down and died.
***
I was sitting on the couch in the living room, no pills, no Rebecca,
but another bottle of tequila in my hand. No glass. I left the cap on
the kitchen counter, or somewhere. The news gang on the TV morning show said it was Monday.
The day before, Sunday morning, I noticed the pregnancy test
stick on the bathroom sink where she left it for me to find. It
showed positive, but she didn’t tell me before storming out… Saturday? I realized I hadn’t seen her since. Probably at her mother’s
again. I bet she told her mother about our fight, and that she was
pregnant. Her mother thought I was worthless, and lately, I agreed.
I lost track of time. Four or more movies went by on the screen.
The pounding on the front door startled me. I rolled to the side to
set the nearly empty bottle on the floor at the end of the couch out
of sight, and went to answer the door. It was Rooney and another
guy, Nicholson, I thought. We just stood there looking at each other
for a few moments.
“Can we come in?”
“Yeah, sure.” I pushed the screen door open and stood back
out of their way. It had stopped drizzling, but they were still in raincoats.
“Nice place,” said Rooney, not meaning it. He’d been there before, provided some backstory to one I was working on, met and
chatted up Rebecca. It was just a small house I bought on stockpiled
back pay and a severance check the Army gave me upon early discharge. Part of my excuse with Rebecca about having kids was that
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the house was too small.
“Is your wife here?” Rooney asked. The other guy stayed back,
watching, listening.
“Um, no.” I remembered the sight of her backside as she left,
her long red hair, and the pregnancy stick, where I left it on the sink.
“She went to her mother’s.”
“Where’d you say you were Saturday night?” I saw the other detective take a half-step back toward the front door.
“Here… I… I guess. Too much tequila clouds my memory.
Why, what happened Saturday night?”
“Have you talked with Rebecca since Saturday night?” Rebecca?
He knew her name? My throat was drying out, and sinking toward my
stomach. I started to taste bile.
“No?”
“You wanna sit down?”
“Why would I want to sit down?” But, I knew why by then.
“It was Rebecca, Sunday morning, in Burnaby, at the water.” I
sat down then.
The room spun and closed in on me. My mouth dried out. I had
to lick my lips to say, “What?”
He thought I didn’t understand and repeated what he’d said.
“No, what… happened?”
The other guy spoke up, “We don’t know yet. That’s why we’re
asking where you were Saturday night?”
My mind melted. I couldn’t think. I wanted to reach for the bottle of tequila, but I couldn’t move. I flashed hot all over, jumped up,
ran for the bathroom, but didn’t make it. I was on my knees in the
tiny hallway, with the two of them rushed up behind me. It was her.
I remembered, the woman’s hair on the ground, in the black mud,
did look red.
Rooney stepped over me into the bathroom, and handed a
towel back out to me. I dropped it into the small puddle of vomit,
stuck my face down into the towel and sobbed.
I did love her, very much. I was sorry for all I put her through,
for all she put up with, all my shit that she endured.
I pulled the puddle up into the towel, wiped my mouth off,
struggled to stand and move past Rooney into the bathroom. The
pregnancy test stick was in his hand. The other guy was in the front
bedroom, rummaging around.
Rooney held the stick up. “Is this why you killed her?”
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Holy fuck. “I didn’t kill… her. I didn’t… even know about that.
She didn’t tell me.” The other guy came out of the second bedroom
that was our home office. He was shaking his head, like he wasn’t
finding whatever he was looking for.
I sat on the toilet lid. It was getting dark. Rooney flipped the
light on, so bright I closed my eyes, and dropped my head into my
hands.
“What happened to her?” I asked.
When I looked up, Rooney was shaking his head. “Whatever
you did to her.”
“I couldn’t… wouldn’t… Why you keep accusing me?” I
couldn’t form whole sentences. Another sob was forming in my
chest.
“Eighty percent of the time, it’s the husband, or boyfriend.”
“Or someone real close,” the other guy was back and added to
Rooney’s answer.
“Not this time. She went out Saturday night, I thought to her
mother’s down in Richmond. Are you sure it’s her?”
“Yeah, her fingerprints are on file.” I wondered why that was,
but didn’t ask.
“Look, the coroner’s report isn’t finished. You’re at the top of
our real short list of suspects, so don’t leave town.” Did he hear how
cliché that sounded?
I didn’t know why they didn’t just arrest me. I wouldn’t have resisted, or even cared. It was another unbelievable shitty event in my
busted miserable little existence.
When I heard the front door shut, I didn’t stand. I just dropped
off the toilet to my hands and knees and crawled to the end of the
couch. I sat right there on the floor and slowly consumed the rest of
the tequila.
Saturday night… I might have sent her out, to find drugs, for
me.
***
It was still dark outside. And darker inside. The demons were doing
their River Dance routine, with multiple changes of scenery, heavy
Celtic drums, lightning, sound effects. Rebecca did a solo, a couple
of times. By the third one, she was a bloody, torn zombie. Then, a
pregnant zombie. And, a baby appeared, that was a zombie.
I thought the bright red and blue lights flashing in my head were
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on police cars and ambulances.
A hot dessert wind was blowing my Gutrah up, and people were
pointing at me. Faceless Syrians, waving over-sized machetes, were
stepping over dead bodies to chase me. Ronnie was looking at me
from under his helmet with one eye, the other one blown away in
the blast of the IED.
I was lying on the living room floor, between the couch and the
coffee table. I must have thrown up again. The side of my face lay in
a wet, stinking puddle.
By the time I struggled up and to the bathroom, the sky was
turning from gray to light.
Rebecca was killed? Gone? She was pregnant. We were going to have a
baby? But, she’s gone.
I had to leave. I couldn’t stay in the house. Everything in there
reminded me of her. She did all the decorating, all the painting, even
picked out the new flooring a year ago. We argued about the price of
those throw rugs in the bathroom.
I changed my shirt, threw a jacket over it, made some adjustments in the kitchen, and drove away.
The drug store I used was reluctant, but refilled two prescriptions for me, on an emergency basis. I promised to visit my physician before asking for another refill. The liquor store was more than
happy to sell me a couple more bottles of Mexican embalming fluid.
Oh… sorry Rebecca.
I drove south. The passenger seat was empty, but I could feel
her there. If I didn’t look over, I could swear she was sitting there.
A half-hour later, I was sitting in backed up traffic leading to the
U.S. border. The agent glanced at my enhanced driver’s license,
asked the three or four obligatory questions to which I had standard
answers, and waved me through.
I didn’t know where I was going, but it felt good to be out of
Rooney’s reach. I had no alibi and he didn’t like me. Of course, my
DNA was on her. They didn’t find a weapon at my house, but circumstantial evidence has convicted people before.
I saw a lake on the right and got off I-5 at the next exit. I
wound around the streets there to get down to the waterfront and
parked. I took a couple pills and chased them with the tequila. I
vowed to buy water somewhere, later.
Another hour south and the signs for the Seattle-Tacoma Airport caught my attention. I found myself in long-term parking,
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tossed the parking ticket and keys on the passenger seat, put my pills
in my pocket, and my tequila in a canvas bag from the trunk, and
went in.
The nice young lady at the Aeromexico counter was willing to
sell me a ticket to anywhere, but told me I’d need my passport. She
said I could go into Mexico by land or sea on my enhanced driver’s
license, but not fly in on it. That made sense, right?
I still wasn’t sure what I was doing. I had no kind of plan, was
just winging it, on grief, instinct, constant pain, and tequila. And,
maybe surprise or shock that I was a murder suspect.
I bought a quart of orange juice at a shop in the terminal, found
a secluded place to sit, drank about a pint of the juice and refilled it
with tequila. I used that to wash down another pill, maybe two, while
I contemplated what to do next.
It must have taken an hour to drink most of my spiked orange
juice. I hoped I wasn’t slurring too much when I bought a one-way
ticket on Delta to San Diego - flight less than three hours, non-stop,
leaving in an hour.
Before going through security, I went outside and picked a
friendly looking porter. I opened my canvas bag so he could see the
contents - one unopened bottle of tequila, explained I couldn’t take
it on the plane, would he want it? His smile was my answer, and I
handed it over.
I went through security with my paper boarding pass, driver’s license, cell phone, and nothing else. After a nap on the flight that did
little for my sobriety, I found myself in the airport in San Diego. All
the palm trees outside helped convince me I wasn’t in Vancouver
anymore.
I felt possessed. I was acting on instructions from… somewhere
else. The San Diego airport car rental place convinced me to rent a
Jeep for where I told them I was going. At first, the woman said,
“No way can you take one of my cars into Mexico.” But she sensed
my sincerity, my mission, my desperation, and relented. “Don’t tell
me where you’re going. When you return, don’t tell me where you’ve
been. And, my Jeep better be in one piece.”
I drove around San Diego for a while, looked at maps on my
phone, bought sunglasses, and another bottle of tequila.
I didn’t know where I was going, but there was nowhere I
wanted to be, so I followed the highway signs pointing to Tijuana.
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***
It was a couple hours after I left that Rooney and Nicholson were
sitting in their car, looking at the smoking remains of my house. It
was just after 10:00 a.m., they’d finished morning briefings, along
with ample coffee and pastries, and were planning to harass me
again, maybe get a spontaneous confession.
The cute little house was nearly gone, a couple of upright walls
still stood. Smoke was rising from the rubble, and the fire department was winding up their hoses. The detectives caught the fire marshal on his way to his SUV.
“What happened?”
“House fire.” They couldn’t tell if he was trying to be funny, or
just obtuse.
“We had a murder suspect there. Is he in there?”
“No, no one was in the house.”
“His car is gone,” Nicholson pointed out to Rooney.
“Arson?” Rooney asked the marshal next.
“Not sure, but there were probably curtains in the kitchen window that aren’t there now, and that’s where it started - on the stove
where the curtains may have hung over.”
Rooney was scrunching his face trying to visualize the scene. He
always wondered how the inspectors could surmise the origin of a
fire. He thought it must be a lot of speculation.
Nicholson summed it up. “The curtains caught fire from the
stove. So, the stove was on, but no one was here?”
“You know, it sounds like arson when you say it that way.” The
marshal climbed into his vehicle and left them standing there.
“It doesn’t look like Gifford’ll be back,” Nicholson said.
“Yeah, maybe he did kill her, and now he’s running. And, where
do they run from here?”
“South, baby, always south. I’ll get the APBs out.”
In the car, Nicholson made the calls to their precinct to alert the
American border patrol. That alert automatically went to the Mexican border as well. Back in their office, it took some time for results
to come back from other skip trace inquiries, but being a murder
suspect bumped up the priority.
They soon learned Tom’s driver’s license crossed the border
into the United States, and boarded a plane in Seattle headed for San
Diego. That gave them a credit card number to trace, and they got a
hit on that a few hours later from a car rental place in San Diego.
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Those were both pretty good indicators of where he was headed,
and they sent that information to the Mexican border patrol, customs, and Federales.
***
Traffic to Mexican customs was so backed up, people were lounging
outside their vehicles. There were people on foot selling stuff to the
people in the cars, and I saw some people pushing their vehicles
forward when they could. I don’t think they were broke down, just
saving their gas.
After an hour, I was making progress in line, but starting to get
that sinking feeling again. It wasn’t good, and there was nowhere for
me to go to change it. I was fairly sober by then, but I was stuck in
that lane of traffic, inching forward, to be questioned by border patrol - strict and serious border patrol.
I was finally able to pull my Jeep up to a booth. I handed the officer my driver’s license.
“Remove your sunglasses. Citizenship?” he asked.
I pulled my glasses off. I was already intimidated by his black
combat fatigues, body armor, and lethal looking sidearm. His short
haircut and muscled physic that made his shirt bulge added to the
effect. “Canadian.”
“Where were you born?”
“Vancouver, British Columbia.”
“Where you coming from?” He repeatedly looked from my license to his computer screen while talking. He seemed more interested in the screen than in my answers.
“Vancouver. Flew from Seattle to San Diego.”
“Where you going in Mexico?”
I hadn’t thought it all the way through. I wasn’t sure where I
was going.
“Punto de Roca. Going fishing.” I’d briefly looked the place up
after hearing about it in that bar. It was known for sport fishing, and
I was proud of myself with that answer to his question.
But he didn’t seem impressed, and handed me a yellow slip of
paper with my license. “Take this and pull up there to your left. The
officer there will direct you.” The writing on the slip was indecipherable, except I could make out ‘Punto de Roca.’
Crap.
The first officer’s twin directed me where to park. “Leave your
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keys in the ignition and your cell phone in the car. Go inside those
doors and wait until you are called.” His English was good.
And I was probably dead meat. Or, maybe it was just routine, a
random extra screening.
I stood in an entryway in front of locked doors, watching for
the signal from within to enter. I could see a long service counter
with several officers in similar SWAT attire questioning other poor,
derailed travelers.
Looking back outside, I could see two officers search my rented
Jeep, and come up empty. All I had in there was one lousy bottle of
booze, luckily unopened. I was thankful some previous renter didn’t
stash a load of cocaine in there.
Other pilgrims joined me in the antechamber until finally, the
door clicked and I was waved in. They sent me down the row to a
station at the counter in front of an officer. He took my yellow slip
and license, and asked me the same questions as the guy outside in
the booth. I got the impression again, he was less interested in my
answers than whatever was on his computer screen.
“Please accompany this officer.” I hadn’t noticed the ghost in a
SWAT uniform sidle up behind me to escort me to… Mexican hell?
Goodbye world.
“Why are you smiling?” my escort asked as he led me away and
down a narrow dark hallway.
“Ah dunno. I didn’t realize I was.” It had to be the pills. I like
the pills, love the pills, so much I wonder if I'm addicted. Of course, if I have to
wonder about it, then I probably am. Addicted.
He opened the door to a small room, let me enter alone, and
closed the door behind me. In Iraq, I’d used interrogation rooms, as
the interrogator. This one had the usual table, one steel chair on one
side, and two more on the other side. The walls were grayish white
and bare. A camera watched me from high in a corner. I wanted to
try the door to see if it was locked, but I didn’t. I took a chair, one of
the two on the same side of the table.
It must have been forty minutes, maybe an hour. I didn’t have
my phone to see the time. An officer came in, not in a SWAT uniform.
“Yo soy Agente Morales. Descupame por hacerte esperar. Intiendo que vas
a ir a pescar.”
I looked at him and waited. I saw him push the door after it was
closed to make sure it latched. He made his way to the chair across
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the table from me, sat, and looked to me for a response. I made the
‘I don’t speak Spanish’ expression.
“Oh. I am Agent Morales. Excuse me for keeping you waiting. I
understand you are going fishing.”
“Yeah, I was headed that way.”
“You know someone in Punto de Roca?”
“No?” I wasn’t even sure where it was.
“There is no fishing gear in your vehicle. Could you empty your
pockets onto the table, please?” I wasn’t happy to do so, but didn’t
see an alternative. I dumped my wallet, some change, and two bottles
of pills onto the table.
“I was going to buy a pole and stuff when I got there.” I caught
myself saying it in past tense, and hoped he didn’t notice.
Of course, he was interested in the wallet first. I wondered how
much of a bribe it would take to get me sprung out of there. He
rifled through the hundred bucks I had in small bills, examined the
picture of Rebecca, a gas receipt, the credit card, Veteran’s Department ID, and my gym membership card.
“Active duty military?” he asked.
“No, I’ve been out awhile.”
Then, he picked up the pill bottles. “Pain killers? Your prescription?” He was already reading the labels and could tell they were
mine. I didn’t bother answering.
“We also have information that you are a prime suspect in the
murder of your wife, you set fire to your house, and fled the country.
Canadian authorities would like to have you back.”
I leaned back in my chair with my head back and looked at the
ceiling. It was all cement, not those ubiquitous acoustic ceiling tiles
with all the tiny holes. Whoever designed those must have been a
quadzillionaire. I felt like holding my wrists up, pressed together for
the handcuffs, but thought he might not get the joke.
He waited, but I was still examining the ceiling. “Did you kill
your wife?”
The image in my head was the woman lying near the water, battered, bruised, cut, unrecognizable, but now known as Rebecca. I
flinched, came forward in my chair, and looked at him. “Of course
not.”
“Why flee Canada? Set fire to your house.”
“I was going fishing. There was a fire at my house?”
“After killing your wife?” Wow, one-track mind here. This guy must be
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related to Rooney.
“She wasn’t my wife. I didn’t kill her. And since she was gone…
there was no reason to stick around.” I said it slowly testing his reaction in real time. He didn’t react at all.
“Not your wife?”
“Girlfriend.” Pregnant.
“We’re going to ask you to stay right here…”
He was interrupted by a loud commotion outside. There was
shouting and the trampling footfalls of SWAT boots running somewhere outside the door of our little room. We both heard gunshots,
and then a lot of gunfire. His eyes got real wide and I could see his
thinking in his expression. ‘Do I want to stay here, nice and safe, or
should I go help my comrades?’
“You…” I started to say, but he was already rising from his seat.
I could see the holster on his hip was empty, but assumed his pistola
had to be nearby. I mentally encouraged him onward and outward.
He opened the door just a little and peered out. I could see
more officers running past. He didn’t glance back at me when he
left, and the door did not click shut.
I picked my stuff up off the table, restuffed my wallet, and
waited. I could hear more gunfire, some of it loud booms and some
of it automatic weapons, machine guns. I wondered if the heavy
firepower was the border patrol, or the bad guys.
Not one to ignore opportunity, I tried the door, and pulled it
open an inch. No one was in sight, so I opened it more. I reached
back and snatched that yellow slip of paper off the table where he
left it.
I looked out again. Still no one, so I stepped out like I owned
the place, turned left and headed for the exit.
There was no one behind the service counter. Other travelers
were cowering in the few seats along the wall. I could see a couple of
them crouched to the floor in the entryway. More gunfire erupted
outside, back to my right, I hoped. The glass windows behind the
service counter overlooked the exiting traffic lanes and seemed to be
intact, so I felt safe - somewhat.
I could see my Jeep outside, and no one around it. I thought,
what are they gonna do, shoot me? I didn’t care if they did. It would
put a permanent end to this dream I was running.
I kept on walking, past the other travelers, out the doors, to my
Jeep. The keys were in the ignition and my cell phone on the passen-
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ger’s seat. I hopped in, fired it up, put my sunglasses on, and drove
away. I hoped my friends in the border patrol behind me survived
the gunfire.
***
I’d been to Mexico before, the resorts anyway - Cancun, Cabo San
Lucas, Puerto Vallarta. Tijuana wasn’t so bad. They must show only
the slums in the movies that make it look so seedy.
Beyond Tijauna, Federal Highway 1 was paved, four lanes wide,
and then two lanes, winding south through worn down hills of ancient geology. The Baja Peninsula was greener, and had more trees
and more traffic than I expected, though every time the GPS on my
phone showed a river crossing, all I saw were dry riverbeds.
The sun and wind whipping around the windshield were hot
and dry on my face. I had time to think. Rebecca and I lived together
for five years. I had no one else in my life. I wasn’t looking. I never
cheated on her. I sometimes wondered what she did to get pain pills
for me. I’d been so solitary, I was losing social skills. In a liquor store
the other day, I had trouble talking to the clerk. I was trying to ask
the price on a bottle of bourbon, but the words got stuck. Not that I
cared, about the price or the stumbled words. It was just strange.
I thought about Saturday. After Rebecca left, I was drinking tequila. The demon tequila. It was all we had in the house. I woke up
on the couch with time missing, like I blacked out. Bourbon doesn’t
do that to me. There was a dirty plate and fork on the coffee table,
but I couldn’t recall eating or what I ate. There was a movie playing
on the TV that I couldn’t remember starting. I turned it off, stumbled to the bedroom, and crashed into the bed fully dressed. A few
hours later, I woke up in the same position, not feeling any better,
alone.
A couple hours of driving after dark, I was dozing off, parked
and slept in the reclined driver’s seat behind an auto parts store
along the highway.
I woke, startled to remember where I was. My cell phone said
4:30 a.m. It still worked, from my previous international trips, not
that I had anyone to call. I wasn’t expecting anyone to call me,
though I hoped Rebecca would. I dozed off again.
And, then the bloody thing rang and woke me up. It wasn’t Rebecca’s special ring tone. I had nothing else to do at that moment, so
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I answered it. “Hello?”
“You should turn around and come back now, while you can.”
Rooney’s voice. I was speechless, not really from surprise. I just
couldn’t think of anything to say.
“Are you there?” he asked.
“Yeah.”
“The Federales at the border are upset you didn’t like their hospitality. Did you hurt anyone when you busted out?”
“No. I didn’t bust out. They let me go.”
“They don’t see it that way. They’ve passed word all over Mexico that you’re armed and dangerous, approach with caution, arrest
and detain.” I hoped he was exaggerating. At least he didn’t say
‘shoot on sight.’ They must have had bigger fish to chase. But then, I
was a murder suspect. The fish don’t get much bigger.
“What are you driving, a 2015 black Jeep Wrangler, California
plates 6MBV766?” He hesitated, like he regretted saying that, but
then added, “You may want to change vehicles.” Like I wasn’t thinking that.
“I suppose you can trace this cell phone. I’m hanging up now.”
“Wait. You should know Mexico extradites criminals to Canada.
You can’t hide there.”
“Are you telling me to move on, farther than Mexico?”
“So, you did kill her? There isn’t anywhere a murderer can hide.
Unless you find a little hell-hole somewhere, become a hermit.”
“You trying to help me now, or just being a sadistic fuck?”
“Naw. I was kind of mean to you before, what with you killing
your wife and all. You don’t want to spend any time in Mexican jails.
Come on back on your own.”
I clicked off, yanked the battery out of the phone and threw the
pieces into the glove box. I sat there, debating what to do. I knew
Rooney traced my credit card use. I hadn’t been very careful. I didn’t
want to use my cash to rent another car, but did want to reach Punto
de Roca. That destination came into sharper focus in my head.
The sky was getting a little brighter to the east. I needed to get
away from that location, in case Rooney really was able to trace my
cell phone. I didn’t believe everything I saw on TV, but didn’t want
to push my luck either.
I was mixing and matching opioids, trying to find the combination that would dull the pain and still let me function. Maybe two
tramadols and one oxycodone would do it. Tequila chaser. The bot-
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tle of water from the day before was empty.
A month before, I must have tested the wrong combination of
pills, or too many. I was trying to subdue the demons that invaded
my sleep, and sometimes when I was awake. Somebody called the
police about my loud music. After they broke in, they called the
EMTs, and I got a chauffeured ride to the hospital. They pumped
me out and attached life support for a while. I didn’t remember any
of it. I was supposed to appear in court in October about that one. If
the judge decided I was an addict, he’d assign rehab. If he found out
it was a suicide attempt, I’d have to go to counseling, probably for a
long time.
I got back on the highway and drove farther south. I figured the
Federales had the Jeep description and plate number, but in a couple
hours I only saw one of their flat-black pickup trucks going in the
opposite direction, and he was going fast like they do for an emergency call, or the end of their shift. He didn’t slow down after passing me. There were probably a few thousand black Wranglers in
Baja, many with California plates, and I knew license numbers were
hard to read from any distance.
I thought about ditching the Jeep and catching a bus, or stealing
a car. It was easier to just keep driving. Mexican jails didn’t scare me.
I’d slept on the open ground with jackals sniffing around, and armed
hostiles just over the hill. I didn’t know how to hot-wire a car, so
stealing one wasn’t much of an option.
Farther south on the Baja Peninsula, the landscape became
drier, browner, the houses cruder, and the traffic lighter. Maybe I’m
the sadistic prick, but I called Rooney back. I was parked on a hill
overlooking a desert plain. Saguaro cacti stood 50 feet tall, and a
hundred other kinds I couldn’t name dotted the landscape. It was
beautiful in the cool morning air.
The desk at his office transferred my call, maybe to his cell
phone. “You looked like you need a vacation,” I told him. “You
should come on down here to get me. It’s a beautiful morning.”
“I don’t need to come get you, Prick. I’ve got better things to
do.
“Good job on your house. Burned to the ground, almost. Was it
insured?”
“What are you talking about?”
“You gonna deny setting fire to your house before you skipped
town?”
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“I’m going fishing.” I liked that story. Sounded peaceful.
“Yeah, well, I’ll just tell the Federales how you shot a police officer here. Take a guess how gentle they’ll be then, when they find
you.”
“Nice of you. They’ll probably shoot first, then ask questions.”
“Yup. You got it, Slick.”
“Ok. Thanks for your help, and heartfelt advice. Bye.”
I still had no idea if he could have my phone traced. I guessed
they could triangulate off the cell towers. There was probably only
one tower where I was sitting just then. I turned off the GPS function, pulled the battery again, and tossed it back in the glove box. I
wasn’t trying to escape capture or justice. I just wanted to see Punto
de Roca.
I missed the turn off Highway 1 to go to Bahia de los Angeles. I
was a couple miles past that intersection when the Jeep started jerking and lunging. It wasn’t going to make it up the long hill I was on,
so I rolled off onto the shoulder, turned the key off, and sat there in
the silence. It dawned on me that the gas gauge was on a quartertank for the past couple hours. I’d been driving in a daze, remembering, allowing all the flotsam to surface in the dark whirlpool of my
memories.
There was a piece that was Rebecca, swirling off in one eddy
current. And, another was Rooney and his obnoxious partner, backing me into a corner in another swirl. Josh’s face appeared. I almost
punched him out, in my head. I didn’t need his crap.
The agent at the border. Morales? The look on his face when he
heard the gunshots. I imagined him running out there, gun drawn,
frantically trying to figure out who was shooting whom.
Rebecca again. The pregnancy test stick. The double blue
crosses that meant, ‘yes, positive, you’re pregnant.’
Syria, Iraq, Ronnie, the smell of burnt flesh, the smell of hospitals before I could open my eyes and find myself in one. And, then
another. All the physical therapy. All the attempts of therapists and
counselors to break through, trying to help me.
The swirls kept circling. My whole world was circling the drain,
but the drain was clogged.
I climbed out of the Jeep. I’d seen a sign a little ways back that
said, ‘Punta Prieta 13.’ I assumed 13 kilometers. I could walk that,
easy. I reached back in and snagged my bottle of tequila, half-empty.
The memories left me alone for a while, as I concentrated on
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walking, upright, along the side of the road. A couple vehicles passed
me, but I didn’t bother trying to flag them down for a ride. Eventually, a few scattered buildings that might be called a ‘town’ came into
view, and a hand-painted sign that said, ‘GAS.’ I dropped my empty
tequila bottle in the trash bucket and entered the tiny building. The
little girl’s response was, “No, Senior. We have no gas can.”
I went outside, and up the couple of dirt lanes between the
houses and trailers, looking for a gas can I could borrow. Nothing.
Two guys sitting on a collapsed sofa in front of a stucco wall
watched me pass. I thought it was the same two a few minutes later
when they pulled up next to me in an old pickup truck. The passenger leaned out of the window. “¿Buscando a alguien?” He saw my
dumb look. “You looking for someone?”
“I ran out of gas. Just looking to borrow a can. Know where I
can do that?”
“Yeah, yeah. Get in.” He jumped out and motioned for me to
get in. I slid into the middle of the bench seat, and the driver started
forward as the passenger hopped in again. He had to slam the truck
door twice to get it to latch.
The driver was older, larger, chewing on a stick or something,
looking straight ahead. He sped up, off the end of the street, and out
into the desert out of the town. We were bouncing so hard over the
rough terrain, our butts came off the seat and heads hit the ceiling of
the cab.
Maybe two miles out, in the middle of nowhere, the driver
slammed on the brakes. When the cloud of dust cleared, I was looking at a good-sized, nickel-plated pistol in the driver’s hand, pointed
at me. It was the passenger who said, “We want your money. And,
your drugs.” He opened his door and stepped out, while the gun
motioned for me to follow him.
I thought about saying, ‘I have no money,’ but guessed they
could search my dead body to find it. I didn’t know why they
thought I had drugs. Did they think all gringos carry drugs? My focus was on the gun, like it was independent of the guy holding it. I
handed my wallet over my shoulder to the passenger as the gun motioned me backwards, away from the truck. The driver slid across the
seat and stepped out. I pulled out one of my pill bottles and handed
it over. The little guy seemed delighted with that.
I’d seen where they lived, and could identify them later, but decided to keep that to myself. I was sincerely hoping there would be a
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later. My cash was in my pocket, and not in the wallet. I couldn’t
guess their reaction when they looked in the wallet. This isn’t going to
turn out well, is it?
The truck engine was still running. The driver hadn’t said a
word until then. He handed the pistol to the other guy, and said
something in Spanish that seemed like, “Here, shoot him.”
I wanted to turn and run, but my feet did not respond. The
smaller guy took the gun with a flourish of bravado, and pointed it at
my forehead. But his courage melted. He couldn’t do it.
The driver heaved a deep sigh, took the gun back, stepped forward, and with a long sweeping arc of his arm, slammed it into the
side of my face. My sole reaction was to lie there in the sand, feeling
blood run down across my forehead.
That must have been later, though, because the truck was gone.
The first thing I moved was my jaw. It hurt, but seemed intact. I
pushed up to sitting and put a light finger to the spot where more
pain was originating, just above my left temple. It was wet along with
my face, neck, and t-shirt. I looked down and confirmed it was
blood. I couldn’t fathom why I wasn’t shot dead. Did their gun not
work?
I pulled the shirt off, wadded it up and pressed it against the cut.
I couldn’t tell how deep or wide it was. When I stood up, the white
flashes behind my eyelids danced in time with the pulsating bass
drum solo inside my head.
The only place I knew to go was back to the town. If they saw
me again…
I rounded the corner of the gas station, and found a red plastic
gas can sitting by the door. When the girl saw me, she ran off, and
returned a couple moments later pulling an older woman along. I
used the doorframe to stay upright, as she looked me over. She
pulled a wooden chair out, and said, “Here, sit.”
She took my shirt off my head, out of my hand, and looked at
the wound. She left and came back with stuff that turned out to be
my shirt rinsed out, a razor, alcohol, scissors, and tape. She used my
shirt to clean the blood off, the alcohol to make me say ‘OWW’
rather loudly, the razor to shave my hair out of the way, and thin
strips of the tape to hold the wound closed. She even knew not to
bandage it so it could breathe. I was thinking much stronger words
than ‘oww,’ but did not want to offend my ‘doctor’ just then.
I pulled a twenty out of my pocket, but she pushed it away.
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“How much for gas, then, in that gas can? And a new shirt?” The
girl took over, showed me a pile of dusty but new t-shirts, and accepted some money. The pain was making me sober, but I didn’t see
any liquor in the place. The woman produced a bottle of generic
aspirin. I pulled out my remaining prescription bottle and showed
her. “I’ve got better,” I said.
As I stepped out into the heat, I remembered the sign that said,
‘13.’ It would be a much longer ‘13’ back to my Jeep, dragging that
gas can and trying to walk lightly enough to not jar my head. I didn’t
see my two friends anywhere.
A car rolled up beside me, going my direction. “Need a lift?”
The gas can must have given them a clue. Dreading a repeat of the
earlier lift, I leaned over and looked in. It was a late model car, expensive, with a man driving, and a pretty woman in the seat closer to
me. Americans, or Canadians.
“Yeah, that’d be great. My car is about 13 clicks up the road.”
When we got there, though, it wasn’t. They drove well past
where I thought it should be, turned around and came back. No
Jeep. Damn, I love this country. Or, maybe it was just more of my wonderful karma. Maybe the Federales towed it.
“Whoa, wait. You can let me out here.” Somehow, my peripheral vision picked up just the edge and a taillight of the Jeep, behind
a low house, 30 yards off the road.
“Here?” the driver asked.
“Yeah, I see my Jeep. Over there. Thanks for your help.” They
didn’t argue with me, or wait to see if I’d be okay.
I still had the keys in my pocket, pulled them out as I walked
along the edge of the pavement, and looked at the license plate
number on the key tag. I had to go off the road, on an angle, to see
the plate on the Jeep, and confirm it was mine. If they were trying to
steal it, they weren’t very good at it.
I changed direction and walked toward the Jeep, keeping an eye
on the house, still carrying the gas can. When I got closer, I could
hear music. Closer still and I smelled pot.
I guessed they pushed the Jeep to get it there, so I emptied my
gas can into the Jeep’s tank. I slipped into the driver’s seat, and
placed the gas can on the passenger floorboard. I put the key in the
ignition, looked around, and down at the door. The thin metal
wouldn’t stop a bullet if someone came out shooting.
Fuck it. I checked the gearshift in first gear, pushed the clutch
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pedal down, turned the key, and the engine started immediately. I
made sure the rear wheels threw up a cloud of dust and debris that
would hit anyone coming out that rear door of the house. The cloud
grew big enough to hide my turn to the right, and out to the highway. A right turn on the pavement, and working the clutch and gearshift up through the gears got me to 80 miles an hour or so. Two
clicks north brought me to the intersection I’d missed earlier. I hung
a fast right and kept going east. I never did see anyone at the house.
I continued driving along that dirt track for many miles without
seeing another vehicle. Baja is much, much larger than it looks on
any map. I did stumble upon a building with an ancient gas pump in
front. The price was high, but I filled the tank anyway.
I arrived in a tidy little town in the late afternoon. The small
green sign next to the road confirmed, ‘El Punto de Roca.’ The
damned gas gauge was still on a quarter-tank.
I could smell the sea before I saw it. The town sat on a rocky
bluff overlooking the water. The colorful, well-kept buildings were
clumped together, extended down to the beach, and cast their long
shadows across the sand. The heat of the day was pushed back by
the breeze off the bay. All the way down the highway from the border, there were ‘Tacos’ signs and ‘Tecate’ billboards. Punto de Roca
had none. I had no idea where I would stay that night. Sunrise, September 22nd, was two days away.
Driving around in the narrow, winding streets, I found the
chapel. There seemed to be only one. Old. Stone. It was small compared to Europe’s cathedrals, but still had two tall bell towers at the
front corners. The little, black plastic letters at the bottom of the sign
in front said, “Pastor: Rev. Martin Paprika.”
I didn’t realize the Jeep rode so rough until I tried to get out and
stand. After a minute, circulation returned to my legs and I could
walk. The place was closed and locked. A few lights were flickering
on down the street as night descended. I’d always heard night fell
quickly in the desert. This part of Baja was mostly desert.
***
From the locked chapel, I let the Jeep roll down the hill without
starting the engine. At the beach, I found an open-air bar. I could see
a few people, and American soft rock music drifted out. The smell
of fried food made me realize I was hungry, and the knifepoint pain
in my stomach said I needed food before taking more pills.
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I took my beer from the bar to a table outside, too beat up by
the drive down to ask yet about rooms or the turtle. When the
woman brought a second beer and a one-page menu out, I stopped
her and inquired.
“There are rooms here, upstairs,” she replied.
“And, is this the place… is there a statue of a turtle here?”
“The turtle hatchery?” she asked.
“No. Statue. Big statue of a turtle?”
“Oh, yes. Down that way, on the beach.” She pointed to the
south where I hadn’t gone yet.
“Gracias.” I didn’t really speak Spanish, and she didn’t smile.
I ordered food. Halfway through a plate of amazing enchiladas,
another woman appeared at my table. Prostitute crossed my mind at
first, from my experience in the rat holes across the world I often
visited for stories. But when I looked up, she didn’t seem to fit the
stereotype in my head.
“May I sit?” she asked. I nodded, and rose in my seat a little, my
grandmother’s ‘gentleman training.’
The light from inside the bar was still behind her, but when I
could see her face… She was an angel. Dark skin, long brown hair,
and unworldly beautiful. Looking down, I expected a traditional,
colorful Spanish skirt, like a flamingo dancer, but she was wearing
tight jeans and a shirt. Still strikingly beautiful.
“I am Angelika.” Of course, you are. She held out a slender hand.
Her voice was smooth and soft, almost like distant tropical music.
“Tom,” I tried to say, but my voice cracked. “Tom.” Her hand
has warm and soft. I thought she came from the kitchen. “Did you
cook this?”
“My aunt runs the kitchen.”
“Please tell her it’s delicious.”
She leaned forward to see the side of my head. “You had a
rough day?”
“Yeah, you could say that. A couple of your countrymen…
sorry, a couple guys tried to help me get gas for my car.”
She frowned. “And what, they didn’t like a joke you told?”
“Something like that.”
“You seek the turtle. Tomorrow morning, come to the chapel,
10 a.m. You know where it is?”
“Yes, I saw it. But how did you...?”
“Father Martin will be there.”
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“Paprika?”
“Yes. You will learn more there.”
I finished my meal, and the cool night air encouraged me to
move indoors.
Over three or four more beers with matching shots of tequila, I
watched people come and go. Frankly, by then, I was having trouble
focusing my eyes, but I heard the ruckus. Angelika was at the kitchen
door at the end of the bar being questioned by a large, young man.
He was speaking Spanish and seemed to be getting more and more
upset that she wasn’t doing something he wanted her to do. He was
getting louder. People were glancing in that direction, and then
quickly away.
When he grabbed her arm and it took her two strong attempts
to jerk away, I decided to intervene. I boldly stumbled over there and
suggested he should leave her alone. He was an inch taller than me,
six inches wider in the shoulders, and carried probably a hundred
pounds more muscle than me.
He turned to me with an expression that said ‘leave or die.’ I
didn’t leave quickly enough, so he pounded both of his palms into
my chest and pushed me backwards so hard I flew over a table and
onto a chair against the far wall. Lucky for him, from my vantage
point, crumpled on my side on the floor, I could see he was leaving.
The angel hurried to me, picked the chair up and sat it upright,
and helped me up and into it.
“Are you hurt?”
“No. Too drunk to get hurt. You? All rat?” I pretended the
words were intelligible, and my head wasn’t spinning.
“Yes. When Rico gets a little alcohol in him, he thinks we
should still be together.” She rubbed the red mark on her arm where
he had a hold, and took a chair next to mine.
I shouldn’t have asked, but reporters can be rude. “Boyfriend?
Husband?”
“Just boyfriend. He never asked me to marry. He just wanted to
come here, hang out in the bar, and have sex. The other men in
town here stayed away from me because of him. I have no one
now.”
***
The angel showed me where the sleeping rooms were. The music
thumping from the bar beneath my floor must have stopped about
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midnight. It was my excuse for lying awake, but I didn’t sleep much
after that either. The morning sun was pushing bright spears between the slats of the window shade, and prodded me out of the bed
and down the hall to the bathroom. I seemed to be the only guest in
the three or four rooms.
Breakfast came from a cart at the end of the street at the beach.
My cart server spoke little English, but grew curious about me when
I said, “La Tortuga.” He pointed over my shoulder, farther down the
beach. There were more buildings along the edge of the sand to my
left. I couldn’t tell whether they were houses or businesses. Then, at
the limit of my eyesight in the bright sun, I could make out a low
circular wall, and a large gray shape in the center.
I raised my breakfast burrito in thanks to my new friend, took
another bite, grabbed my bottle of beer off the cart, and headed
down the beach. I walked conscious of my limp, but the pills I took
earlier were kicking in nicely.
A jogger flashed past me from behind, in his tight shorts and
expensive running shoes, but no one else was around. There was a
long concrete pier and I had the impression there’d been a few fishing boats, but they were all out by that time. Their mooring lines
hung empty at the pilings. A large, rusting landing craft was beached
near the pier.
The low wall was a fountain, 40 feet across, with maybe a footand-a-half of water laying still. I could see pipes and several jets below the surface, but they were idle. In the middle of the fountain, a
few feet away from me, was a large domed rock. The features were
indistinct, difficult to tell it was supposed to be a turtle, because the
stone was very old and eroded. Stepping back, I could see it faced
out to sea.
When I moved around the fountain toward the water, I could
make out the edge of the top shell, once scalloped, but now the
edges were soft, rounded. It was a sea turtle, maybe 20 feet long, the
top of its shell as high from the ground as the top of my head. Its
front fins, half as long as its body, swept back along its sides, and
down into the fountain water. Lines that once denoted scales on the
fins were worn down.
I moved farther around. A large head protruded perhaps halfway out of the shell, chin just in the water, looking to the horizon,
sunning itself that lazy morning. The eyes were ovals with pointed
ends. They were open, or closed. I couldn’t tell. I couldn’t see a pupil
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in the smooth shape of the eye. The mouth was closed.
The top of the shell was smooth, but I could see the lines in the
bottom shell, the segments of a typical turtle shell. I was recalling the
details from memories of having a baby painted turtle from the pet
shop in the city. A birthday gift from... someone. I must have been
six or eight. It died, and stank. Went in the trash. Its empty plastic
dish went into a lower kitchen cabinet.
As I completed circling the fountain, I could see the town again.
Still, no one was around. There was no breeze and the air was getting
hotter. I could feel sweat forming under my dark t-shirt.
But, there was someone. I looked at the spot again, a hundred
yards up the beach. A small child, a girl, I thought, in a thin white
shift, bare feet, long dark hair. She was standing in the sand, halfway
between the curb of the street there and the water’s edge. She might
have been watching me, but her head was down, so I couldn’t tell for
sure. She had a hand up, like she was chewing on her fist.
There was no one else. She looked too young to be out there
alone, two or three years old. But no one else. I thought about going
to her, to ask if she was lost. If she was old enough to talk, it would
be in Spanish. I supposed I could get into trouble approaching a
child. More trouble.
I walked farther around the fountain. At the back of the turtle,
the shadow allowed me to see into the water. I could make out the
rear flippers, and a short, pointed tail. There were more pipes and
jets just under the water.
I looked in the child’s direction again. She was gone. I searched
the water quickly, but didn’t see her. She wasn’t in the street. I hoped
she went in, was safe, with a caring parent.
TIH
I circled all the way around the statue again. There was no descriptive plague, no engraving on stone anywhere I could find. I
couldn’t see a valve, or any way to turn on the water jets. The nearest
buildings were a hundred yards away. The pavement was rough cobblestones around the town side, and just sand on the ocean side.
There were no streetlights, no light fixtures in the water. I guessed it
would be totally dark at night.
***
From the fountain, it was probably as far back to my Jeep as to the
chapel, so I headed up the street, in between the buildings. They
were mostly two-story, stucco, painted every shade of pastel colors.
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People were starting to emerge, open shops, hang laundry. They
smiled ‘good morning’ to me. Two skinny dogs watched me approach, and then chased each other off down a side street. Looking
down an alley, I saw a mother watching over three or four playing
toddlers, not all hers. There were no vehicles, no horns honking,
engines running, no usual sounds of most cities. I saw a few window
air conditioners, but they hadn’t clicked on yet.
The chapel was still closed, so I sat on the front steps, pulled my
phone out, turned it on, and saw ‘9:45.’ There was no cellular signal,
and I didn’t have anyone to call anyway. I turned it off.
I watched a man and woman open a restaurant across the small
square, pushing up large wood shutters, and arranging outdoor tables
and chairs. They were performing a routine they’d done hundreds of
times before, no words, just fluid motions. They tossed the linen
table clothes out over the tables like fishermen throwing nets. They
were so white as they fluttered down, it hurt my eyes.
I heard the door hinges creak behind me. “You found my humble chapel.” I rose and turned to find a priest in black pants, and
black short-sleeved shirt with the little white collar showing. Black
shiny shoes, no hat on his nearly bald pate. He stepped lightly down
the couple steps to the sidewalk with me. He seemed a little older
than me, a little shorter in height. His hand was sticking out and took
mine. His other hand came to rest firmly on top of mine.
“I am Father Martin. Come in and tell me how I may be of service.” His accent was only slightly Spanish, more European than
Mexican. I realized it was like the town - more Spanish than Mexican, unlike the rabble I saw all the way down the peninsula.
Inside the chapel was cool and dark. I’d been to Catholic Mass a
few times, even started catechism classes once to please an old girlfriend. I’d learned all the accoutrements of a church and this one had
them - stained glass windows, a holy water basin carved from stone,
the twelve carved Stations of the Cross on the walls, and dark wood
confessional booths. At the front were the altar, credence table,
ambo, ambry, presider’s chair, and a beautifully rendered, life-like, or
death-like, crucifix high in the sanctuary. In either case, it was full
life-sized.
Father Paprika led the way down the center aisle to a break in
the pews, then peeled off to the left and up a side aisle to a doorway
on the side of the sanctuary. On the way, I kept watching the crucified Christ to see if he opened his eyes. He looked that real. It was a
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modest place, with little ornamentation, but I could feel the reverence there. It was a serious place, where Mary, Jesus and God would
feel welcome among their children. Prayers would be heard, at least,
if not answered.
Paprika’s office was small, the ceiling very high, walls of the
same stone as the nave walls. The old wood table that served as his
desk took up much of the floor space. I expected him to take the
tall-backed, red leather chair behind the desk, but he took one of the
two for visitors and offered the other, closer one to me.
Hanging central on a side wall, was a large portrait of him from
the waist up with a brass light above giving it a warm golden glow. It
was beautifully done in an Old Masters style, but I couldn’t tell you
which one - maybe Dutch Golden Age. My mother took us to the
Vancouver Art Gallery a lot. He saw me looking at it and waved a
dismissive gesture. “A gift. From 20 years ago. The artist has
passed.” The man in the portrait looked much like the one in front
of me right then in real life.
Before I could say anything, he asked, “La Tortuga?”
How does anyone know why I am here? I don’t even know. “Yes. I heard
about it in Vancouver and felt… compelled I guess, to come here.”
“It’s a long drive from British Columbia.” Yeah, well, I had incentive to get out of Dodge.
“I flew. To San Diego, and drove the rest of the way here. Yesterday, and the day before.”
My back was to the office door, and just then I felt a presence familiar, open, welcoming. A fresh scent wafted into the room.
“There you are, Angie. Come in, we were just getting acquainted.”
Angie, Angelika, from last evening. “This is my greatgranddaughter, Angie. I heard you met last night.” Oh, that’s how you
know why I’m here.
My expression must have asked him, “Granddaughter?”
“Oh, yes. My angel from on high. Isn’t she beautiful?” She gave
him a disgusted but loving look as she made her way around the
desk to take the big chair. He didn’t answer my unspoken question
about how a celibate Catholic priest has a great-granddaughter. I got
the impression she wasn’t adopted. They resembled each other in
appearance and movements.
I dragged my gaze from hers, back to the Reverend. “I saw the
statue this morning... and would like to write about it, I think.”
“Ah, a reporter?”
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“Yes. Well, kind of a war correspondent, journalist, mostly freelance, but mostly for the Vancouver Sun.” I must have sounded
apologetic. Certainly not ‘New York Times’ or ‘Washington Post.’
“War correspondent. You put yourself in unsafe places, to report back to your readers?” he asked.
“And, hopefully to those who might make a difference, make
the changes to curtail the conflict, or stop a future one. I find the
plight of the world’s 60 million refugees to be heartbreaking.” I
could see he took me seriously.
“Danger junkie. For the adrenaline rush?” Her voice was so
soft, I could hear her plainly and understood the question, but didn’t
realize for a moment, it was her speaking.
“No, I take every precaution, avoid the dangerous places as
much as possible, go with competent people, pay attention to my
surroundings. I survived.”
“Does it work?” she asked. She glanced downward, like she was
questioning my limp.
“The reporting? Sometimes. I like to think I’ve had an effect.”
“Yes, me, too, in my work,” he said, but she was holding my attention.
“The turtle?” she asked, directing my gaze back to her grandfather, and bringing him on task.
He smiled at her and me. “Let me show you around our humble
town. Maybe give you some background for your story, yes?”
I must have hesitated, not for him, but for her. “La Tortuga
isn’t going anywhere, until tomorrow,” he said. I caught the remark
about tomorrow, the Fall Equinox, and let it pass.
She said she had work to do at the cantina, and would not join
us. That made me sad, made the demons in my head laugh at me. I
told them, Shut the fuck up.
“Her grandmother owned that place,” Paprika explained, “and
her mother worked it until her last breath. I miss her, very much.
Now, it’s Angie’s. I think she loves it.” He was speaking as we went
out a side door into a pleasant, green courtyard. The flowers were so
fragrant, I could taste the scents. He knew Angie’s mother... and her
mother... and misses her? Which one? Angie is about 25, which would make
him... 65 or 70? He looked 50.
***
A narrow iron gate took us out onto the sweltering street. The desert
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gets hot in the day as fast as it cools as night. He turned right and
headed up the slight hill - a springy step and quick pace for an old
man. I caught up as the street crested and turned to the left. He
turned right up a long set of steep stairs and took two at a time.
When I finally caught up to him, my chest was heaving. He
looked calm. The top of the staircase opened into a courtyard with
low stucco walls against a home, or maybe it was a restaurant. The
view was spectacular, out over the ocean, and north through the
haze rising over the desert, into the distant hills. I couldn’t see the
turtle, blocked by buildings, but I knew approximately where it was.
Paprika swept his arm northward. “There are ruins of Catholic
missions out there, and caves with paintings supposedly done by
prehistoric Indians. The scholars don’t believe the Aztecs came to
the Baja Peninsula, but I’ve seen their city. It’s smaller than Tula, but
there are the remains of great pyramids, and statues of Toltec warriors. It’s not a tourist destination. No one even seems to know about
it.
“El Punto de Roca, or whatever it was called back then, was a
fishing village, maybe a place where the Aztec city dwellers had
summer cottages. The fish caught here were transported to the city
to market. There was a fresh water spring here, which made it attractive, and the high vantage point to watch for invaders from the sea.
The Spanish invaders would have come from another direction, of
course. I wonder if the city and our village were overrun with Conquistadors, or they only heard about it from survivors from the
south.”
He was lost in thought as we both tried to imagine ancient civilizations around us.
“The city may have sat on a convergence of ley lines, those
magnetic meridians that encircle the Earth. One of those lines extends from that city site right through here.” He was waving his arm
in a large arc from the northern hills to the ocean.
“And, there may be a connection to the Nazca Lines in Peru.”
Those I knew about. “Turn of the millennia, plus or minus 500
years.”
He looked at me. “500 B.C. to 500 A.D.” I explained.
“Oh, yes. There are some lines and large figures on the ground
west of here, made the same way, but no one knows when they were
drawn. It could have been someone’s pastime in this century. A diversion for them, or a hoax.”
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I walked to the north edge of the courtyard and spotted the end
of a long strip of asphalt. “There’s an airport here?”
“Well, an airstrip. Planes come in maybe a couple times a year.”
“I could have flown here, instead of driving?” I said it, but was
thankful for the drive. I probably would not have flown. I could not
fly into the country without my passport, which was then ashes in
my house, I guessed. Former home. I didn’t let him respond to the
question.
“So, when did La Tortuga... happen, get here?” I liked the
sound of it as I said each syllable. La Tor Tu Ga.
Paprika chuckled at my self-amusement. “Aztecs. Or, earlier.
The stone seems too worn to be only 400 or 500 years old. Maybe it
was here already and that’s another reason they placed their fishing
village here.
“Scientists have looked at the turtle, but cannot determine the
age. There are no organic compounds to allow carbon dating. And,
we don’t know how deep the original cuts in the sculpture were to
be able to date it by erosion. There aren’t any discernible tool marks.
They did say the fountain around it was added later, maybe in the
early 1900s - local stones and mortar.”
“How do you know Aztecs were here?”
“Let’s go back to my office. I’ll show you. Easier than explaining.”
We went by way of other streets, taking so many turns and
curves, I was lost. Paprika knew every household and every business,
and could tell decades of history about each of them. I had my voice
recorder running the whole time, and hoped the memory in the device held it all. I usually write my stuff mentally as I learn it, but I
was distracted, mostly by thoughts of Angelika.
In one street, Paprika seemed to slow his pace, looking at one
particular house. “It was soon after I arrived here in 1947 that my
faith evaporated. It was decreed by the Archbishop of Los Angeles
that I come here, but his authority didn’t matter. I met Angie’s
grandmother, fell in love, and fell away from God. We lived in this
house.” I let him continue. As we passed the gate, he tried to peer
through the ornamental bushes into the courtyard.
“The town’s people didn’t seem to care, or mind. They said they
needed a priest and liked me, so I donned the collar again and went
back to the chapel.”
“So, the turtle statue. My source in Vancouver said it flies.”
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“Ah, yes. Each year, someone arrives in our Pequeño Paraíso to
take the ride. It seems this year, it is you.” I couldn’t read his expression. He’d stopped and was looking directly at me, but his mind had
wandered away somewhere.
“Have you experienced the ride, La Tortuga?”
He scrunched his face into a knot. “No. Nor have I ever seen it.
“Over the years, a couple of the chosen came to me and spoke
of their experience...”
“Yes? What did they say?”
He shook his head. “Better you experience it yourself. I don’t
want to prejudice your thinking, or perception.”
***
At his office, I was personally delighted to see Angie, again. In my
head, I kept tripping between ‘Angie’ and ‘Angelika.’ Paprika was
calling her Angie, but she was so striking in both appearance and
manner, I thought ‘Angelika’ was the deserved choice.
She had lunch and beverages for us, cold Tecate beers. After a
few bites, Paprika pointed with his bottle to the corner of his office.
“You asked about Aztecs here. Take a look at that stone.”
Behind my seat on the floor was a gray stone cube, about a foot
on each side. One side was almost covered by an ornate animal head
carved in high relief so the snout stood out about three inches from
the flat surface. “A jaguar,” he assured me.
“Come with me.” I laid my sandwich down and followed him
out into the chapel nave in front of the raised sanctuary. I hadn’t
noticed them before, but at the corners were two more stones that
appeared to be identical to the first one. “All three are identical,” he
said. I wondered how his parishioners felt about Aztec idols in their
church. Then, I remembered how they apparently accepted a married priest.
“Now, this way.” He beckoned me to follow again back into his
office, around the desk, squeezing Angelika aside to open a notebook computer screen. He pulled up photographs of more carvings
of the same animal. All of them looked the same to me, and he confirmed my suspicion. All the same animal, carved the same way, and
in the same kind of rock.
He smiled, like the science teacher about to ignite the exploding
powder. “The one over there on the floor came from the ruined city
I mentioned earlier, about 50 miles northwest of here.”
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“You stole an ancient relic?” I was smiling in my accusation.
“I borrowed it. Just to make this point.
“The two stones on the pulpit came out of the ground in the
courtyard outside. So, the Aztecs were here.” He was pointing in the
appropriate directions, waiting for me to digest the revelations. Angelika was watching, like she’d heard it all before, but was still interested in my response.
“Yeah... maybe your predecessor borrowed them from the same
city ruins and brought them here... just a few decades ago.” I was still
trying to figure out how old Paprika was.
“Ummm, unlikely. Those stones were part of a large stone wall
that’s buried in the courtyard. I hit the wall and found those corners
when digging out an old stump of a pear tree. I can show you
where.”
“No need. I believe you.”
“And the photographs you’re looking at...” He had that mischievous smile again. “...are from the ruins at Tula, a thousand miles
southeast of here.”
He had my eyebrows on the rise then. “What about the turtle?”
“Well, I believe it’s even older than the Aztecs. There are hieroglyphs depicting turtles at Tula, but conflicting interpretations
among the experts. Whether they were gods, or worshiped, or
merely artwork is unknown.” He guided me back to the chairs at the
front of his desk, so Angelika could sit down again to her lunch.
Instead, she took her last piece of sandwich and left. My heart followed her out the door.
I pulled my attention back to Paprika. “So, the turtle is ancient,
origin unknown?”
“I certainly don’t know. Even the local legends have died out.
People here don’t talk about it. It’s like they see it so often, they
don’t see it. It’s just there, like the rocky bluffs.”
“Is the rock from a quarry somewhere near?”
Paprika shook his head. “The science guys estimated the turtle
to weight about 95 tons, carved from one rock, so wherever the rock
came from, it was an engineering feat to get it here, and another feat
to carve it, of course. And, it’s sitting on bedrock, according to them.
There’s an uplift of the rock strata there, and the turtle is sitting directly on it.”
“Solid?” I meant the turtle, not the bedrock. He understood.
“They did sound... what do you call it? ...ultrasound tests on the
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turtle. They found voids inside, or think they did. The readings were
inconclusive, and no one has drilled into it to get the answers.”
My voice recorder was still running, lying on the desk. I’d
changed out the memory card earlier to make sure it was safe.
“Why fall equinox? Was that special to the Aztecs?”
“Oh, very special. But, probably special to whomever placed La
Tortuga here before the Aztecs. Sun worship, astronomy, astrology,
ancient calendars all go way back. We know about such things
10,000, maybe 13,500 years back. I believe deep awareness of the
world, the seasons, and weather go much farther back than that.”
I had another thought. “By the way, equinox is not at dawn.” I
was at Stone Henge in England one year and went to equinox
ceremonies. The actual time was around 3:00 p.m.”
“Yes, this year in this location, it is at 2:43 p.m. You should be
at La Tortuga at least a few minutes before that.”
“Oh? My understanding was it - whatever it is - happens at
dawn.”
“No, I’d be there… probably by 2:30.”
“Okay. What happens tomorrow, at 2:43?”
“This year, you’re the chosen one.” He wasn’t answering my
question, and my exasperation must have shown.
“Here, look at this. You’re not the first reporter.” He handed
me a thin manila folder containing just one newspaper clipping. I
thought he was trying to distract me from my question. The clipping
was from the 1960s, the Van Nuys News and Valley Green Sheet, and
told about La Tortuga. It even mentioned one visitor each year, on
the autumn equinox, had a spiritual experience. It was not very helpful in answering my ‘what happens’ question.
“You had that clipping out before I arrived?”
“I knew you were coming.”
“Me, specifically?”
He hesitated. “No, not you specifically. But someone. One person. Someone special.” I thought he added that last, just for effect.
“Just one. Every year, it is just one.” His tone of voice described
something very rare and valuable.
“So, last year? Who came?”
“A woman. Most of the years, it has been men, but just last
year, a woman arrived.”
“Who was she?”
“A mother, a grandmother, from St. Louis. She had dreams of
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La Tortuga, and sought answers on the Internet. There is not much
there, but she found our location and traveled here. She asked a lot
of questions, but nowhere as many as you.” He was chuckling, happy
I think to be able to tell what he knew about La Tortuga. I hadn’t
even thought of looking on the Internet for information on La Tortuga, only for the location of the town so I could get there.
“Was she seeking something? Why did she come?”
He smiled. “Why did you come?”
He got me there. I had no idea. I was searching for something. I
was lost.
He broke my silence. “She did not know either. But on the
Equinox, she went to the statue, mounted…”
“Mounted?” My mind’s eye flashed images of a grandmother
doing strange things to a giant turtle.
“She climbed up on La Tortuga’s back, as she was instructed, as
you must do, if you are to understand.”
I raised both my hands, palms up, seeking more information.
He turned aside. “I can’t tell you. Go there by 2:30 in the afternoon.
Climb up as though to ride the turtle’s back.”
Angie returned, which brightened the room. Paprika excused
himself to a restroom, and I asked her, “Is there anywhere I could
park my Jeep indoors?”
“Indoors?”
“Yeah. I really love my Jeep and want to get it in out of the
damaging sun.”
“It’s a rental.”
“It is? How’d you know that?”
“There’s a sticker in the corner of the windshield.”
“Oh, that seems convenient, for any tourist mugger looking for
a target.”
“No one wants to mug you. Not around here anyway.”
“That’s a shame. I was hoping you’d mug me.” She seemed disappointed to hear that comment from me. “Sorry. That was stupid.”
“A friend of mine manages the hanger at the airstrip. Maybe you
can park there. I can ask.”
“Do the Federales patrol here?” She caught on why I was interested in parking indoors.
“They come through about once a day, different times. They
were here earlier, so probably not again until tomorrow. This is a
pretty tame town.” They must have missed my Jeep, or I would have
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been arrested already.
“You keep telling me that.”
“You’re hiding from the Federales?”
“Well, um…I kind of told them at the border I was coming
here. To go fishing.” What could I tell her without sounding like the criminal
fugitive that I was? I wanted to ‘catch’ her, but was getting better at
keeping stupid comments to myself.
“There was a little mix-up, a misunderstanding, at the border
when I crossed from San Diego. If they happened to see the Jeep,
they might want to ask me some questions.”
“That you don’t want to answer, or they are questions for which
you have no answers?”
“I have lots of answers, just none they want to hear.” She didn’t
persist, just seemed to accept my explanation like the other hundreds
of criminal fugitives they get every month.
“I will ask Naldo if you can park in his hanger.”
***
I took the long way back to my Jeep at the cantina. Angelika had
word it was okay for me to park in her friend’s garage. The airstrip
was on a tight plateau, north and a hundred feet elevated above the
town. I found the metal building, the only building, and Angelika’s
friend, who let me in. The building may have been an airplane
hanger at one time, but only large enough for one small plane.
“How long is that runway?” I asked Naldo, after parking in a
corner of the empty space. The runway was not wide, but paved, and
in good condition.
“It is 1,500 meters, Señor.” Naldo smiled, happy to brag. He
seemed friendly, young.
“What do you do here?”
“I wait for planes to come in.” He nodded to a desk near the
door, with a radio and mike sitting there. I didn’t see much for him
to do, if a plane did arrive. I didn’t see any fuel pumps or truck, luggage cart, or other vehicles around. There weren’t even lights on the
runway.
“Are you expecting any today?” The sky was empty, and there
weren’t any planes on the tarmac.
“No. But they can show up suddenly. There used to be a few
every month, for fishing, but it has slowed.”
I handed him the keys. “In case you need to move it.” His eyes
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got wide as he looked past me to the Jeep. It would have been nice if
the rental company got it back, but I didn’t really care if he drove it,
sold it, or burned it.
I told him, “It would be good if no one knew I parked here.”
He looked quizzical, but nodded.
I walked north from there, maybe a mile and found a cove full
of seals, the kind of mammals that migrate along the Pacific coast,
and apparently into the Gulf of California. On the far side of the
lagoon, I could see a few tourists and their cars. They were gathered
at the water’s edge, pointing at something, thrashing around in the
water.
At first, I thought it was a swimmer, caught in a rip tide, or
something, but the water was smooth and shallow. I swallowed my
touch of panic and walked over nearer to the people. By the time I
got there, I could see a seal cow and her calf. The calf was struggling,
and the cow was making a loud commotion about it.
I kicked my sandals off in the sand and waded out closer to the
scene. The water was warm and slippery, only a couple feet deep
when I got to the seals. The people on shore watched.
The baby was trapped in a fishing net and didn’t look good. The
cow quieted down, stayed close, and watched me. Even the baby
quieted, like they all expected me to do something.
I couldn’t just walk away. I called to the people on shore, “Anyone have a knife?” Someone produced one, a penknife really. I held
it up to show the two seals I was there to help, approached slowly,
and began cutting the thin ropes of the net.
It didn’t take long to make an opening and dump the baby out
of the net. He didn’t seem large, but must have weighed a hundred
pounds. The cow got all excited again, seemed to look at me in
thanks, and the two of them swam away. The people clapped and
shouted. I returned to shore dragging the net, returned the knife to
its owner, stepped into my sandals and kept going away from the
people, back the way I’d come. I didn’t feel like getting slapped on
the back, or otherwise congratulated.
I tossed the net in a trash barrel at the airstrip on my way past.
Naldo was nowhere in sight. The hanger doors were closed, and I
hoped the Jeep was still in there.
***
It took a half-hour to get back to the cantina. I found Father Paprika
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there at the bar with a beer. He motioned for me to join him.
“The Federales were here, snooping around, looking for you.
Looking for your car.”
“I was at that cove up the coast, seal watching.”
“They said you are dangerous.” I was tired, from walking, and
from answering for my not being guilty of murder.
“Did you tell them I was here?”
“No. I don’t think Angie did either. She’s in the kitchen.” He
was watching me, to gauge my interest in Angelika, I thought.
“You should come to dinner tonight.”
“What about me being dangerous.”
“I’ve come to know you. You don’t seem that dangerous to
me.”
“Thanks.”
“In fact, I’ve come to like you. And, because of that, I should
warn you.”
“About the police?”
“No. About La Tortuga. There have been problems. Some people have been hurt. Well, many people. It’s why people here don’t
talk about it. They say the statue is cursed, and seeks revenge for
what happened to the Aztecs at the hands of the Spanish. Maybe you
should stay away tomorrow.”
Christ. Should I go, should I stay? My beer seemed warm. I got the
lady’s attention and ordered tequila, for the two of us. My whole
body started to ache. The pain in my leg and side shot daggers to my
neck and head.
“Are you all right?”
“Yeah, just confused. Need a pill.” I pulled a bottle out of my
pants pocket. Washed the tablet down with beer. Thought for a second, and did another pill, and another large gulp of beer. Paprika
watched, seemed concerned, a little anyway. I was concerned, too. I
was getting low on pills.
“I need a nap.” I downed the rest of the beer and the remaining
drops of tequila from the shot glass, and stood to leave.
“Eight tonight? Dinner? Angie can show you where.”
***
Angelika drew me a map, and slipped it under my room door. When
I got to the place, a young girl let me in, and Father Paprika met me
in the hallway. After ‘Hello,’ I said, “I didn't hear this was black tie
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formal.” He was in full cassack and suplice, wearing the long black
priest robe with silk trim, buttoned all the way down the front from
his white collar rabat to his shiny black shoes. A wide, fringed sash
was at his waist and a black skullcap on his head. I assumed he had a
ferraiolone - the long black overcape with flat collar - hanging
nearby.
I was feeling somewhat under-dressed in my khakis and t-shirt.
At least, I rinsed out the t-shirt earlier. It dried the rest of the way on
the walk over. He grabbed my hand to shake before I could act on
my fleeting urge to genuflect and kiss his doctoral gold ring.
In attendance were the good Father, Angelika, and ten or twelve
other people in a modest and quite comfortable home. Introductions
went round the room, but a minute later, I couldn’t tell you more
than one name.
Angelika was wearing a traditional, Spanish, ruffled dress just
like I imagined when we first met, as were the other woman there,
but her dress did nothing to detract from her presence in the room.
She was seated at the dining table holding a baby wrapped in a
light blanket. I remembered telling Rebecca, ‘Babies are messy.’
‘Yeah, but those orifices seal up as they get older.’
‘It’ll be nice, someday.’ I was almost a father, just last week.
When I looked away from the table and back, the baby was
gone. I figured out it wasn’t Angelika’s a bit later when I spotted the
blanket in another woman’s arms, the baby’s mother, I assumed.
The food was delicious and plentiful, as was the wine, and conversation. I almost forgot what I was escaping. After the meal, the
good Father was slurring his words a little when he and I went out
onto the balcony. I recognized it, the same balcony we visited by
coming up the stairs from the street below.
We both carried full wine glasses, and stood at the low wall
looking at the view. The sea was dark, and the distant hills barely
discernible in the night sky. The canopy of a million stars seemed
low, just out of reach. The street was four or five stories below us,
straight down.
“Who’s the tall guy at the end of the table?” Everyone was introduced to me upon arrival, but I didn’t catch his name.
“Williamson? Our undertaker. Retired from the States, Maryland, I think. Got in some trouble up there acquiring the houses of
the deceased who came through his parlor. Amassed quite a fortune
in real estate, but left it behind in his sudden departure. We had no
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local undertaker, so he set up shop here. Been helping families here,
buying their homes when they have to sell. He’s helped me buy
some property. I own most of the plateau up there where the airport
is.” It sounded to me like the guy hadn’t learned his lesson in Maryland.
“You’re a man of different faces, aren’t you?”
“You won’t say that in your article, will you?”
“You do play a role here. How is it that you seem to be the
caretaker of an ancient statue of a turtle?” I asked.
“Oh, I don’t know.” He scratched an eyebrow while thinking
back in time. “I guess it came with the chapel. Father Lucas before
me passed it to me, along with his robes and books, and all the other
secrets this little place has. La Tortuga requires very little care.
Doesn’t eat much at all.”
He was quiet for a few moments, looking out over the dark
town, and then said, “I have to confess...”
“Um, you’re the priest. Shouldn’t I confess to you?”
He smiled, but didn’t laugh. He seemed to be serious, so I
stopped trying to be funny.
“No. I lied earlier. One year, a few years ago now, no one
showed up for La Tortuga. So, on that day, I went.
“Christina had died... suddenly. An aneurysm, in her brain, and I
never got to say ‘good bye.’ That hurt me, a lot. The turtle helped me
with that.” His tone was covering a lot more meaning.
After a full minute, I had to ask, “Yes? How?”
He looked up at the black sky, laughed, and said, “You’ll have
to find out for yourself. Tomorrow. Go before the time to get a
good seat.”
“Will you be there?”
“Oh, no. It is for you, you alone.” He slapped me on the back,
or tried to, I thought. I was just turning to go back into the house
when his swinging arm caught me just right, on the shoulder and
across my chest. My wine glass fell, I heard it smash, and I sat down
hard on the low cement wall. I was too far back. The wall caught me
behind the knees and I was falling backwards, in slow motion, both
arms flailing in thin air, trying to grab something, anything.
I looked down over my shoulder and saw a car parked far below. I would miss it, and the only other thing that would break my
fall was pavement.
I looked to Paprika. My feet were coming up. I tried to squeeze
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the wall with my legs. The pain in my injured side made me yelp, I
thought. He was standing just out of my reach, wine glass in hand,
an amused expression on his face.
I thrashed around and flipped my whole body over to go face
first. My thighs were scraping across the top of the wall. There was a
rock outcropping below the wall on the outside and a few meager
vines that I thought about grabbing. The microseconds expanded to
allow snap decisions. I reached back, somehow lunging, and hooked
my left arm over the wall, as the rest of my body went over the edge.
I must have hung there for ten seconds on my left arm, when I
finally saw Paprika lean over the wall and look into my face. “Oh,
my God.” He extended a hand, and with some extra effort, I was
able to grab it with my right hand. He pulled me back up and over
the wall. I landed on my back looking up at him. He still had his
wine glass in his other hand.
“What are you two doing out here?” Angelika looked at me lying there, and then at her grandfather. She saw the broken glass and
wine soaking in between the stones.
“I think Tom has had enough wine for the evening,” he said, to
no one in particular, and walked away. Angelika looked like she was
debating between helping me up, or also walking away. I was too
dazed to move.
She finally extended a hand and pulled me to my feet. I rotated
my left shoulder, and looked at the knees of my pants to see if blood
was soaking through where I’d hit them on the rocks outside the
wall.
“Did he...?” I didn’t know what she was going to ask, and didn’t
have a clear answer anyway. I just shook my head and started to walk
past her to go in.
She caught my arm and whispered, “Don’t go back to your vehicle at the airport.”
I stopped. “What? Why?”
“Naldo narc’d on you, radioed the police. Seems they are good
friends. I didn’t know. They came to the cantina asking about you. I
wasn’t there, and no one else knew anything about you, that they
could tell.”
“Narc’d on me? You been watching too many cop shows from
the 80s?” I tried to get her to laugh. She struggled to remain serious,
but her smile broke through.
“Your great-grandfather told me earlier today the Federales were
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here looking for me. He also told me he did the turtle thing, a few
years ago?”
“He never told me that, but I suspected. My grandmother told
me he was very depressed after my great-grandmother, his wife, died.
Then, one morning he wasn’t, the morning of the fall equinox that
year. He looked ten years younger, and frankly, hasn’t aged a lot
since then.”
“What the hell does this turtle, this statue, do? He told me it’s
dangerous, that people have been hurt. There’s a curse, revenge of
the Aztecs…”
She looked confused. “I hadn’t heard that. The people I saw after their encounter were happy, joyous, healed, better than before.
Just go at dawn and see.”
“That’s another thing…” In my escalating confusion and excitement, spittle flew from my mouth and I apologized. “Sorry.
“He said the equinox tomorrow is at 2:43, in the afternoon. Not
dawn.”
She looked exasperated then. “It’s always been dawn. I don’t
know why he’d say otherwise. Look, go at dawn. If nothing happens,
try again… in the afternoon.”
“So why dawn?”
“I would guess the sun’s appearance was more important to the
ancients than the time of year. Every day. Fall is a time of gratitude
for the bountiful harvest, and a time of preparation for the coming
winter. But they - the ancient people - would have been even more
grateful that the sun rose.
“There are probably a hundred factors, and I can only - the experts even - can only guess at any of it. What I do know, is La Tortuga is special, to one person each year, at dawn, on the day of the
fall equinox.”
“I will check it out,” I assured her, but I still wasn’t sure myself.
“I don’t have anything to lose. Life is certainly getting simpler. I
now have no house, no vehicle, no wallet or identification, no credit
card, probably no job, and soon I fear, no sanity.”
“You're still smiling.”
“Only because I am looking at you. If I look away, my smile will
crumble into tears of terror.”
“Terror? Really? What terrifies you?”
“Maybe terror is not the right word. I don't think I care enough
about anything right now to feel terror, or fear, or disgust, or... any-
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thing.”
“Okay. But you're still alive, aren't you? God must have some
purpose for you.”
I thought about it. “I'm having trouble figuring out what that
might be.”
“You write about war and downtrodden people.”
“Yeah, I did... but I’m finding it unbearable to keep doing it.”
“It was good, wasn't it? I mean you accomplished something,
made people notice and make changes?”
"Yes. Some, I guess.” Her argument was persuasive, but I wasn't
sure I wanted to be persuaded. I kind of liked being the victim, woe
is me. It was my excuse for recent behavior and events, for shirking
potential and possibilities.
She went back into the house. I followed and we found the
other guests lounging in the great room. Conversation stopped as we
entered. They were all smiling at the two of us. Paprika wasn’t there.
***
That night, the demons tried to creep back in, tried to torture my
sanity. Too much wine, too many pills, tequila saturation, and an
overdose of confusing and contradictory information all contributed.
I woke up and tried to shake the demons, but each time I closed my
eyes again for a few seconds the dream track resumed where it left
off.
I went downstairs. I didn’t know what time it was. The bar was
closed, the big doors shut, dark, except for the red neon Budweiser
sign in the window. I went behind the bar and debated between the
bottles - gin, bourbon, vodka, tequila? It was Mexico, so I chose a
tequila and a glass, and settled into a dark corner at a table where no
one would see me, if they came in. I would pay for it later.
I skipped the glass and drank from the bottle. My head was
pounding in time with my pulse all the way down my side into my
thigh. I couldn’t find a position sitting there that eased the pain, so I
grabbed the bottle and went out the side door.
The moon was about a quarter disk, showing through and between clouds, almost enough to light the beach. The millions of stars
in the clear air helped. There was no one around when I walked out
to the water’s edge, and into the surf. The water felt warmer than the
air and I thought about walking on, out farther, deeper, and deeper...
The next thing I knew, I was on my knees in the water. I held
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the tequila bottle out of the water, stood back up, tried to take another swig from the bottle, but it was empty. I threw it as far out as I
could, which may not have been far at all, but I decided to go see if it
sank or was floating.
I found the water at my waist, and then my chest. I kept walking. When it got to my chin, I started to float. I didn’t want to float. I
pulled my head under water, dove forward and swam downward,
trying to find the bottom, pretending to myself I was seeking the
bottle.
It was quiet. And peaceful. The demons didn’t seem to like it.
They didn’t stay with me. They scattered, left.
I opened my eyes but couldn’t see anything. I was swallowing
seawater.
Then, something grabbed my hair and pulled hard. The damned
demons were back. They wanted me. I struggled against them, tried
to dive deeper, away, escape.
They had a strong hold, and pulled me above the surface of the
water. It was raining, drops hit my face, colder than the sea. This
demon was large, and strong, and looked human, except for the
grayish blue skin in the moonlight.
I was weak and gave up struggling. The demon was dragging me
across the surface of the water. I heard voices. An angel, Angelika.
“Thank you, Rico. I’ve got him.”
Rico’s voice was close, like he was kneeling next to me in the
sand. “You like him?”
“Yes,” said the angel. I tried to latch onto that thought. Someone liked me.
Something slammed me hard in the chest - had to be Rico. He
was talking to me. “You better take good care of her. You hurt her, I
will hurt you.” I felt him rise and move away. I was in no condition
to hurt anyone.
We were in bed, in my room, naked under the sheet. I remembered reading somewhere about experiments in Russia where they
froze men to near death and revived them by wrapping them in the
arms of a beautiful woman. It seemed to be working. She was so
warm and soft…
I must have fallen asleep. I cranked one eye open to see the
door ajar and light coming in from the hallway. I tried to remember
how much of the recent past was real and how much was nightmare.
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I followed the path of light from the doorway to find Angelika
seated in a chair a couple feet from the bed. She seemed to be singing to herself, beneath a whisper. She saw me looking. “You will live.
I have seen worse.”
She helped me sit up and take a drink of water. I rubbed my
open palms over my face, partly to make sure I was awake. “I’ll be
back.” I threw the sheet off, stood, and headed for the bathroom. I
was concentrating so much on walking, there was no consideration
left over to be concerned about my nudity.
When I got back, with a towel around my middle, I was a little
more awake and maybe coherent. She asked, “Did you learn what
you needed today?”
“I tried… but then Father Prick went off with conflicting stories. I got a lot of history, but have no idea what to think. Is he really
your great-grandfather, biological great-grandfather?”
She smiled. “Yes. Has that been bothering you?”
“No.” But she could see I’d been wondering.
“He and my great-grandmother were married for many years.
They had a son and a daughter, my grandmother. She and her husband had five kids, one of which is my mother. She and my father
live in Mexico City. I did, too, until graduation. Then I came back
here, because I love it here. And, because grandmother needed help
with the cantina.”
I looked around the dim room. “This place is yours. Your aunt
cooks, you...?”
“I do all that is needed - clean these rooms, tend bar, wait tables, wash dishes, even mop floors and wash windows. It will become mine.”
“There’s not many windows.” She smiled again, that fabulous,
white, perfect smile.
She saw me looking. “You look like you might want to kiss me.”
My breath caught. “Really? Me? I was obvious?” Could I really be
with someone as perfect as you?
“Oh, yes.” She leaned toward me. I had to move a third of the
distance between us to reach her lips. They were as soft and accepting as I’d imagined.
“Dawn is only hours away,” she said.
“And I have an appointment with La Tortuga, don’t I?”
“So, we should perhaps hurry.” She stood, shook herself out of
her clothes, and joined me again under the sheet.
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***
Angelika, the angel, woke me up with gentle nudges, and then a kiss.
I opened my eyes to find her up on an elbow examining my
side. She ran her fingertips over the scars there. “Iraq. Long ago and
far away.” I forced the memories back down.
She had a sea turtle necklace that I hadn’t noticed before. It was
gold, about two inches across, with fins outstretched, the right front
one held to the gold chain. The lines in the shell were green like it
was tarnished.
“Are you the turtle princess, or goddess, or something?”
“Maybe… A woman gave this to me last year.”
“The one who was here for La Tortuga?”
“Yes, how did you know about her?”
“Father Paprika, Martin, told me.” I was still having trouble deciding whether to use his last name or first name after ‘Father.’ I
remembered nearly falling off the balcony, and other names for him
came to mind.
She helped. “He is formally Father Paprika, but those who
know him call him Father Martin.”
“A couple of guys in Vancouver called him ‘Father P.’ I guess
I’ll sort it out when I get to know him better. Sorry I called him Father Prick, but he was… trying to confuse me?”
“The rain has stopped. The sun comes up in a few minutes.” So,
it was raining. That part was real. Some of the rest had to be real.
“Thank Rico for me.”
“Okay.”
“Come with me to the turtle.”
“No. I have work to do. La Tortuga is something to experience
on your own.”
“Oh, you’ve done it? You experienced it?”
“No. Martin has tried to convey to me what others have told
him. The words he uses most are, ‘it’s hard to describe.’ I didn’t
know before he’d actually done it.”
“If this thing is so profound, how come the town isn’t crowded
with tourists for the event? It could mean a lot of business for your
cantina.”
“I never considered publicizing. I think God wants to keep it
private.”
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***
In the dim gray light, I could see the fishing boats tied to the pier.
Two or three heavy skiffs lay upside down on the sand. No one was
around.
I was dubious of any reasons to be there. I walked around to the
front of the turtle with the flashlight Angelika gave me, but could see
less detail than the day before. The cold stone looked as black as the
water in the basin.
Thoughts of returning to Angelika and enticing her back to bed
were only overcome by knowing this turtle thing wasn’t going to
happen again, for a year, if ever. I hoped that wasn’t true of the earlier events. Those I might want to repeat. Maybe I could stay there,
in Punto de Roca, and repeat those events.
I pushed my sandals off and rolled up the legs of my khakis a
few turns. The fountain water was cold when I stepped into it and
waded across to the turtle. She seemed much larger up close.
I stood on her front fin and tried to find a handhold to hoist
myself up onto her back. There was nothing, just the smooth dome
of her shell. I stepped back down into the water and examined the
situation. The cloudless sky in the east was getting lighter.
I walked to her front and looked all around with the flashlight.
Her head was large and round - too high to jump up and nothing to
act as steps to climb.
I walked around her north side. “Damn it!” I’d hit a pipe and jet
under the water, and looked around to see if anyone heard my outburst. That’s when I saw… “Father Paprika. Is that you? Shit, you
scared the crap out of me.”
He stepped out away from the basin wall so I could see him better. I directed my flashlight beam at his chest and downward. What
got my attention most was the large pistol in his hand hanging down
at his side.
“You here to protect me with that thing?” He raised it to point
at me. It was an old revolver. I could see it was loaded, the brass
bullets glinted in the open chambers of the cylinder.
“You couldn’t stay away. I tried to warn you off. You could
have left, so I could take this year’s flight. I need this. I need this so
badly.” His voice was pleading and made me feel sad for him.
This is why you told all the lies. “Where can I go? The police will
have roadblocks up next.”
“They don’t want you. They came to the chapel after visiting
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your vehicle at the airstrip. Told me the Vancouver police have the
killer in custody. They have no further interest in you. The fire was
ruled accidental.” My aborted detention at the border crossed my
mind, but I didn’t mention it.
I started to back away. “Don’t move. I’m taking this ride.” I still
didn’t know what the ride was. He could have it, and I started to say
so.
“Shut up.” His body was shaking, but his aim wasn’t wavering
from my chest. His finger was on the trigger. I expected the flash
and bang at any moment.
“I need this. In three years, I will be 100. I can probably make
200, with the turtle’s help. I was going to do this last year, take it
away from that woman. But she was so nice, so needy, desperate… I
couldn’t do it.”
“You said you rode before, years back. Did you take... did you
hurt the person who was supposed to ride that year?”
“No. I talked him out of it, like I tried with you. He was more
easily persuaded and deterred.”
“What about…?” I was going to say, ‘Angelika.’
“Shut up!” He was louder and shaking more. He let the pistol
lean a little, off to the side, but then right back to me. I wasn’t close
enough to reach him, but he was definitely close enough to me to
not miss. I thought about throwing the flashlight at his head. He’d
shoot me for sure then, when it bounced off.
I thought of Angelika, and heard her voice. “Grandfather, what
are you doing?”
“Stay back. I will shoot him. I must ride La Tortuga.” That
made me feel a little hope, that she was there, and that he was
threatening, not doing.
“Grandfather, you had a time with La Tortuga. It doesn’t work
as well if you are not the one chosen.” He closed his eyes and started
banging himself in the temple with the pistol. I thought he was going
to use it on himself. Angelika approached him.
His eyes flew open. “No! Stay back.” She kept advancing, coaxing him to calm down. I moved forward to get between them. Before I could cross the few feet, there was the flash. I didn’t hear the
bang.
I was suddenly sitting in the water. I knew I’d been shot. One of
the fountain jets was pushed hard into my back.
I’d never been shot before. Wondered what it would feel like.
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The Army taught us self-assessment. We called it, ‘self-triage.’ Stay
conscious, feel for damage, apply pressure, help others… Help
Ronnie. But he wasn’t there.
I couldn’t breath. I pulled hard to inhale. My left hand found
the hole. Lower left chest. I struggled up onto my knees to get the
wound above the water. Paprika was on his knees in the sand. Angelika had the gun. His eyes met mine. He was sobbing and didn’t see
her drop it into the water in the basin.
She stepped over the basin wall to approach me, but I held up
my right hand to hold her off. “I’ve got this. I’m all right. Take
him… get him out of here.” I was panting, and tried to hide it from
her. Dogs pant when they are in pain.
The hole under my left hand was trying to suck air, and then
stopped. I recognized a collapsed lung. I could breath on one lung.
Slow it down. Pull the air in.
I felt around my back. No exit wound. I applied pressure to the
hole in front. Blood gushed out between my fingers. It required effort to stay conscious.
The sky was bright in the east, like the sun could break at any
moment. Angelika was leading Paprika away, propping him up as
they disappeared around the corner of a building.
Shit, this is worth shooting someone over? I’ve got to find out.
I pushed the screaming pain down and aside, and pulled my attention back to the turtle. I got to my feet and shuffled through the
water. It felt like sand up to my knees. Her north side fin presented
the same scenario as her south side. I could stand on the fin, but
there was nowhere to go from there.
Other people have done this. Even an old lady from St. Louis.
At the turtle’s tail end, I saw how they must have done it. I
could stand on a rear flipper and because the back edge of her shell
was a flatter slope, I could step up and crawl up the shell to the top.
My wet bare feet gripped the stone surface. I sat at the very top,
with my legs spread to each side. I was keeping pressure on the
wound, pretending it wasn’t me.
I came to, didn’t know how long I was passed out, maybe only a
few seconds. The sun was just about to break over the horizon. The
sky there was bright yellow, going to brilliant orange and purple
above.
The top of the turtle was wet from my pants. There was blood
mixed in with the water, running down the side of the stone.
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It was just a bright speck at first. Then, within seconds, the
sun’s upper edge was in full force in my face. I blinked away, but all I
could see was a large orange spot burned into my vision. I looked
through the spot at the water and the path of the rays reflecting
across toward me. Birds wheeled and screamed overhead.
“What the...” I said it out loud, though I usually don’t talk to
myself, out loud.
It moved. Earthquake? Did I somehow rock it? The whole turtle moved.
I felt it again. It definitely moved.
The water jets came on and water shot out of several places in
the basin, straight up, 50 feet at least.
In spite of the loud splashing of water landing back in the basin,
I thought I could hear breathing, like a large animal, like a horse.
Then, there were tremors from within the stone. There were solid
grunts, and a loud hiss.
The sky got brighter. I saw the head move, didn’t I? Did it move?
Details become clearer. The lines between the shell segments
became sharper. The color on the top of her head brightened.
Greens and yellow striping. The right front fin moved. It, too, became brighter in color and scales, deeper in texture.
The head turned, the eye was open, blinked, and blinked again.
She opened her mouth and stuck her tongue out, and back in.
“Oh, shit. She’s moving.” I looked around, for someone I could
shout to for help. I looked for a way to jump off, but she was lifting
out of the fountain, too high already. Her front fins swept high forward, like wings, and pulled hard, back and downward, in unison. I’d
seen video of sea turtles swimming underwater, like they’re flying.
She was beginning to fly, like she was under water. As she moved
forward, I felt some of the water jets hit her underside.
I looked for some way to hold on. I squeezed with my legs, but
her dome was too wide for any grip. There were no reins to grab.
We were out over the waves, past the beach. I expected at any moment to feel her dive, going home, into the sea.
She continued to rise, climbing more than moving forward. The
town, lit up by the rising sun, shrank away below me. I saw the
chapel, the house with the balcony, the airstrip, and the seal cove.
She stroked her fins to swim higher and took a sweeping curve
to the left, back over the town. I could see a couple islands off the
coast, and hills to the north and west, the headlights of a couple of
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trucks moving on a road, lights of other larger towns, blinking off as
dawn enveloped them.
She climbed higher. The air grew cooler, the sky brighter. I
could see Isla Angel de la Guarda, the Guardian Angel Island, and
across the Gulf of California to the mainland. I thought of Angelika.
Is she a real angel? No. I’m hallucinating here.
But the wind in my face and hair felt awfully real. What I was
seeing below me seemed... real.
La Tortuga, my turtle, as she continued to climb was turning a
complete circle and heading north up the peninsula. I could see the
Pacific Ocean to my left, dark as the sunlight hadn’t reached there
yet. I’d been in plenty of planes and could tell we were at about
10,000 feet. The sunlight was skimming the landscape below and
shapes were showing up. Geometric shapes, and animals. Or, people.
It was Nazca Lines, but on Baja.
There were lines in the bay, too, under the water. They seemed
to connect with the lines on the land, all the way across to the
mainland. There was a pattern, but its purpose eluded me.
She climbed higher, sweeping eastward then, across the southern United States. The sun was warm on my front, but my back side
was cold. The Atlantic coast came into view, and she was climbing
higher. There were cloudy patches over New York, and Florida, and
farther out in the Atlantic Ocean. I could see Cuba, the Dominican
Republic, Panama, Columbia and Venezuela. I could see Greenland,
though it was mostly white. Only the edges were green.
And, she climbed higher. I forgot about being cold. I forgot
about being shot. The wind wasn’t blowing in my face anymore. Her
front fins stroked and stroked. She moved her head side to side, as
though surveying herself all we could see.
We were far higher than any plane I’d ever been in. I could see
the rounded edge of the world, like you see in video from the space
station. She was sweeping to the south over the Atlantic, across the
northern part of South America, and back up to a point above Baja.
I looked at the horizon all around, and it looked like we were directly
above our starting point. And, stopped.
I leaned over to see around her shell. I felt no fear of falling, or
of heights. I knew it was real. I was there. Hundreds of miles up,
looking back at home, my planet, our home. I looked at the moon, a
small gray ball over there, a quarter of it lit bright white by the sun,
past New Moon. I looked at the sun, a bright spot over there. And,
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stars? Uncountable, infinite, multi-colored, steady bright. Oh, wait,
that one blinked, twinkled. And, that one.
There was music, electro... trance. Something by Moby. I
laughed and sounded like a little kid.
A voice spoke, very close to my ear. “Rebecca? Oh, my god,
Honey. I’m so sorry.”
“It’s all right.” She said more, but the words were garbled.
Warm and comforting, but unintelligible. I looked, but she wasn’t
there.
My mind emptied. Clear. I felt no anxiety, no pain, no fear, no
worry. If more people could feel this… complete benevolence, there
would be far less conflict or strife. Far more happiness.
I closed my eyes. I tried to capture the blissful feeling, all of it,
totally, completely. I wanted to keep it, hold onto it, forever.
***
Motion stopped. I was lying with my belly and chest on her shell.
When I pushed up and opened my eyes, the sun was far above the
horizon. The fishing boats were gone. An elderly man sitting on the
pier glanced at me, and then looked away.
When I moved my legs, I expected them to be stiff. They were
not. The temperature was perfect. My head was clear. I was breathing easily.
I took a deeper breath, moved my left hand off my ribs, and
looked. There was a ragged hole in my t-shirt, but nothing else. No
hole in my chest, no wound, no blood. My pants were dry.
When I touched above my temple, the hair was still shaved, but
the skin was smooth. The tape strips that held the cut closed were
gone.
I slid down the side of the turtle, to land on her front fin. It was
dark gray again, like the rest of her. Cold, dark stone, with the details
eroded smooth. I missed the fin, landed hard in the water and fell to
my knees. After a moment, I dunked my whole body down and up, a
mini-baptism at the altar of the turtle.
I stood, straighter than I had in a long time. There was no residual twinge of the wounds from Iraq. There were no lingering images of bodies in Syria. There were no memories of the dozens of
crime victims, unless I consciously called them up. I felt... forgiveness, from Ronnie. The demons seemed to be... gone. Rebecca was
gone. I was almost a father. I acknowledged the sadness of those
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facts, and knew I would survive.
I ran down the beach, yelling at the top of my voice, as loud as I
possibly could. I was starving when I got to Angelika’s place. She
met me at the door with a plate of food and two bottles of beer. She
looked me over, laughed, and I said, “What?!”
“You’re going to break your face if that smile gets any wider.”
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